
FCEMF Meeting Notes 
March 5, 2013 
Valley Baptist Church 
 
My Hope training was held from 10:30 to 12:00. 
Another session will be scheduled in a few weeks. 
 
Opening Prayer by Larry Creamer 
Welcome by Aaron Scheer 
 
In attendance:  Paul Cameron, Steve Cole, Larry Creamer, Bruce Dailey, Becky Deuel, Dennis Hansen, 
Victor Hedman, Ken Hasner, Kathi Miller, Steve Nickel, Aaron Scheer, and Jean Waldron 
 
We had a couple of women visiting from Peshtigo who want to start a pastor’s fellowship in their area. 
Introduced Victor Hedman, a refired missionary who is working with Hispanic church in the area. 
 
Treasurer’s Report:  Current Balance is $437.95  
 
Paul Cameron – Help for Homeless is currently on-going. 
This endeavor has spread to other areas.  The Tavern League is now involved in Marinette and Oconto 
Counties. Help for Homeless skyrocketed because groups already existing coming alongside and want to 
help. 
 
Ken Hasner – Family Life to Remember was this past weekend – 520 people this year.  98 people 
indicated on comment cards that they had received Christ.  They are now involved in doing follow up.  
They are having a volunteer opportunity meeting at the Radisson on March 19th – two weeks from 
tonight for anyone who wants to find out how they can partner with Family Life to make a difference in 
marriages in Northeast Wisconsin.  How can we help with follow up?  Family Life is asking churches to 
work together.  Do we have people in our church who would volunteer to mentor a married couple?  
There are too many for Ken and his wife to mentor and not all of them are local.  He doesn’t know 
where to direct them if they are not local.  Many couples have indicated an interest in attending church 
and / or being mentored.  Need help of Holy Spirit to direct them where to go.   
 
Larry and Bruce were part of a Convoy of Hope meeting with Rick Kindschi.   
Bruce:  Discussed what can we do / should we do / in 2013.  We decided to do another big event in 
2014.  In the meantime, we will continue to work together.  They discussed the possibility of doing 
something smaller scale – maybe come alongside other groups during 2013.  How can we come 
alongside you as a church in the valley to help you out?  Fox Valley Tech still wants to work with us – Bill 
is working as securely those dates. 
 
What if we had three or four different things where the churches in the valley are doing things on an on-
going basis?  Want to get the word out that the churches in the valley are working together. 
 
Steve Nickel:  He has an individual that wants to get involved in a suicide hotline.  He wants to find out 
what is already out there that she can partner with.  She is willing to go through their training and would 
like to get involved if they could share Jesus in the process.  This is not just a one church thing – it’s a 
community thing.  Is there a community organization that does this?  We can provide people who are 
willing to communicate if the parameters fit. 



Paul Cameron:  There is a group called “Survivors of Suicide”. He haven’t gone to it yet and doesn’t know 
their format.   
Aaron Scheer:  Hope Net 360 
Larry Creamer:  There is another group with Hope in the name that is involved in suicide prevention.  
Not sure about a hotline.  Have QPR training to teach people how to respond when people start 
mentioning doing something.  
Steve Nickel:  Dr. Mayfield from Kimberly School district told him mental health was their biggest need. 
Groundwire Spiritual coaches – plug in phone number – hotline – that’s what HopeNet 360 uses.  Call 
staff is available 24/7 that link up locally. 
 
What other organizations are out there to which we could have people volunteer from various churches 
in the area?  How can we be incarnational in the community? 
 
Bruce Dailey:  Is there a way we can have dialogue on the blog?  Some way we can post that? 
Aaron Scheer:  We are starting to work with someone behind the scenes to make it so that it can be 
interactive, to manage it.   
Larry Creamer:  We are working with a local guy who sees this kind of thing as his ministry.  Trying to get 
their web site updated from here – really not that hard to do. 
Aaron:  Our blog can do more than it is doing. 
 
Landon Churchill:  There is a need in the county jail.  There were 13 suicide attempts there this last year.  
They are meeting a lot of people who are really messed up.  If we know of someone gifted to share Jesus 
with this population, let Landon know.  He can provide training, but looking for people who have already 
been trained in suicide prevention. 
 
Aaron Scheer:  The May meeting is currently scheduled at Freedom Fellowship.  However, that conflicts 
with the Generosity seminar.  So we are looking for someone else to host the May meeting – if we chose 
to have the meeting instead of all of us attending the seminar. 
Steve:  The Seminar deals with giving and having a firm foundation. He feels it would be a good thing for 
pastors.  There are lots of creative ways for people to give.  This is a good opportunity for pastors and 
lay leaders. 
We are living on the last generation’s money.  Too many young people are too far in debt to be able to 
give at that level.  We need to do better discipleship, fund the Kingdom work, and look to people who 
have that knowledge.   
Suggested moving FCEMF meeting to the second Tuesday of May so that we can have a regular meeting 
in May and many of us can still attend the Generosity Seminar. Landon can host at that time.  It was 
agreed that this would work.  
 
Meeting adjourned at 1:10 PM 
The April meeting will be at Grace Christian Fellowship in Appleton. 
Lunch will be provided. 


